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With Meguiar’s, you are already well on the way to a show winning shine. To help get you started, here follows a brief 

introduction to the very best way to take care of your car and keep it looking in show room condition for many years. 

 

We break the process down into five basic steps. You will not need to apply each step every time you wash your car but 

some or all of these steps will be required from time to time. 

  

1. Washing – the process of removing loose, above surface contaminants such as dust and mud. 
 

2. Clean/Prep – the process of removing above surface bonded contaminants such as tree sap, insect splatter 

bird droppings, overspray and other environmental fallout. This residue does not simply wash off. Here you will 

also remove below surface damage such as fine scratches, swirls, etching, oxidation and other minor defects 

in the paint. 
 

3. Polishing – an optional step recommended especially for darker coloured paints that helps to create an 

ultimate high gloss shine”. Polishing brings out the maximum natural gloss in paint finishes. 
 

4. Protecting – an important step that preserves and seals the paint surface, protecting the finish from the 

elements. This process creates additional depth and gloss in the paint finish beyond that created by a polish, 

for a truly wet-look shine. 
 

5. Maintaining – on going frequent removal of contaminants before they have a chance to bond or etch into the 

paint surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. WASHING 
• Always wash your car in a cool area out of direct sunlight. The paint surfaces should also be cool to the touch. 

Remove watches, belts and other items that could accidentally rub against the car and cause scratching 

while you work. 

 

• Hose the car down well before washing to remove loose dust, mud and other contaminants. This helps keep 

your wash solution cleaner and reduces the potential for instilling paint swirls while washing. 

 

• Use clean water and clean tools (buckets, wash mitts, sponges etc). Wash the car using a good quality 

microfiber wash mitt, foam sponge. Avoid using chamois cloths, old t-shirts and other similar materials to wash, 

dry, polish or wax a car. These are the single greatest cause of fine scratches and swirl marks in a car’s paint 

work. These fine scratches and swirls appear as a “spiders web” when viewing the paint in direct sunlight. 

 

• Never use dishwashing liquid or other household detergents to wash a car. These will strip wax protection off 

the paint and accelerate the drying out of rubber seals and plastics, causes premature aging and fading. 

 

• Don’t wash the car with plain water. Not only does car shampoo add gentle cleaning power to lift and 

emulsify dirt but it also adds lubrication which minimizes the potential for instilling swirls. A quality shampoo will 

also leave a slick looking gloss to the finish which water alone cannot provide. A quality pH balanced car 

shampoo will not remove wax protection. 

Detailing your car: 

Tips & tricks to achieving a concours winning shine 

The 5-Step process is logical but often quite 

misunderstood. We will go into a little more detail 

on each process and what it entails. 

 

Carry out step 1 (washing) and step 5 

(maintaining) often and the other steps need only 

be carried out 2 or 3 times a year. Remember this: 

Frequent car care is easy car care!   
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• Have dedicated towels and microfibre cloths for use on the car and wash these regularly to ensure they 

remain clean. Avoid washing your cloths and drying towels using fabric softeners or bleaches as these reduce 

the absorbency qualities of the cloths. Do not tumble dry – air dry is best for these. 

 

• When drying the car, use a clean microfiber drying towel or terry cotton towel. Avoid using a chamois cloth 

(synthetic or genuine hide) as these can also cause swirls and scratches if dust particles get trapped between 

them and the paint.  

 

Pro Tips: Use a Meguiar’s Grit Guard insert (Part No. X3003) in your wash bucket to separate abrasive particles in your 

wash water and keep them away from your wash mitt or sponge. This greatly reduces the potential for scratching 

your paint while washing.  

 

Be careful when using glass cleaners on windows. If these come into contact with the paint they may strip off any 

wax protection. For this same reason it is not advisable to add these products to windscreen washer bottles. 

 

If your car has only a light coating of dust and you don’t have access to water, consider Meguiar’s Ultimate Wash & 

Wax Anywhere which contains additional lubrication to protect against swirling and wax protection to keep your car 

looking great in between proper wash cycles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. CLEANING 
• Paint ‘cleaning’ is the removal of both above surface contamination and below surface contamination. We 

also term this collectively as paint defect rectification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Above surface contaminants are things such as tree sap, bug splatter, industrial fallout 

and overspray that have stubbornly bonded to the paint surface and cannot be 

removed by washing alone. 

  

• The easiest way to establish if you have above surface contaminants is to run the 

face of your hand gently over the paint surface after washing and drying. If the 

surface does not feel mirror-smooth you have bonded contamination which must be 

removed. Maximum gloss can only be obtained from a mirror smooth surface. 

Bonded contamination is easily removed using a clay bar. The results are almost 

instantaneous and are achieved with next to no effort at all, certainly no heavy 

rubbing required. Our Smooth Surface Clay Kit and new Hybrid Ceramic Quik Clay 

Kit contain everything needed to get your paint smooth as glass. 

 
Below surface contamination refers to physical damage in your paint surface: scratches, 

scuffs, swirls and etching from bird droppings. 

 

• To inspect for below surface defects, good lighting is essential. Use the Sun if no 

suitable artificial lighting is available. An abrasive product is required to remove these 

defects. Never use a product not specifically intended for automotive paint as these 

can mar the finish leaving the paint dull and lifeless. Look for products that are safe to 

use on both clear coat and solid (2K) paint finishes, by hand or with a Dual Action 

Polisher. Such products are most commonly referred to as scratch removers or 

compounds. Using these products physically removes the defect from the finish. 

Compounding will also restore original colour and luster where paint is faded or old. 

 

•   Do not be alarmed if some paint colour appears to transfer from the car to the 

applicator sponge. This shows that the compound or polish is working, removing old, 

oxidized “dead” paint from the surface. This does however not apply to paints with 

clear coat finishes. In these cases, because the paint is clear you will not notice any  

colour transfer on the applicator. 

 

 
 

 

 

Meguiar’s offers several car shampoo 

options to choose from, including gloss 

inducing Gold Class Car Wash, synthetic 

polymer technology NXT Car Wash and our 

wax-boosting Ultimate Wash & Wax. Find 

the one you like and use it often. All 

Meguiar’s washes are pH balanced and 

are safe to use on all vehicle paints and 

other vehicle exterior surfaces. 
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Pro Tip: Run your fingernail across the scratch. If you can clearly feel the scratch, it is too deep to remove 

completely (i.e. removing it completely would require removing too much paint, compromising the paint finish in 

the longer term). While you will likely improve the appearance of deeper scratches, complete removal may require 

the services of a professional. 

 

3. POLISHING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pro Tip: Although polishes are considered non abrasive, they are capable of removing the very finest of swirl marks 

and refining the finish of your paint. A pure polish is not suitable as a scratch remover however - that is the job of the 

compound. A pure polish will also seldom contain any paint protection – that is the job of a wax. More on than next. 

 

4. PROTECTING 
• Once your paint is clean and free of contamination and swirls, it’s time to wax. A wax should be applied at 

regular intervals - exactly how often is the subject of much debate. There are so many variables affecting the 

longevity of a wax on your paint, not least the quality of the wax. How often you wash your car and with what, 

how often you drive your car, whether it is kept in a garage or out in the open, inland or at the coast, hot or cold 

climate; these are just a few variables that come into play. Be very wary of products that claim to last more than 

a year – usually they do not! 

 

• Wax forms a thin protective layer over the paint, penetrating into the micro pores and sealing it from harmful 

environmental components such as chemical etching commonly occurring in bird droppings, insect splatter, 

industrial fallout and sea spray. A quality wax also has UV inhibitors, acting just like a sunscreen lotion on your skin 

does.  

 

• A good quality wax will also hide or cover up fine swirls by filling them in quite effectively. Over time as the wax 

coating diminishes, these swirls will start to reappear. Don’t therefore use a wax to permanently remove 

scratches and swirls – again, this is the job of a compound. 

 

• Waxes are sometimes offered under the same label in both paste and liquid forms. Which one you use comes 

down to a matter of personal preference as in such cases, performance and results are the same.   

 

• Waxes can further be broken down into natural waxes such as carnauba based and synthetic based waxes. 

Modern synthetic waxes such as Meguiar’s Nxt Generation Tech Wax 2.0 and Ultimate Wax contain cutting 

edge technology based on ESP’s (Engineered Synthetic Polymers) and resin blends. This allows them to offer 

easy application, phenomenal gloss and extreme, long lasting paint protection. Our newest technology Hybrid 

Ceramic waxes make use of advanced Silicon Dioxide (Si02) formulations for extreme bonding and resilience.  

 

• There is no such thing as 100% pure carnauba wax for automotive paints. Pure carnauba wax is very hard and 

unworkable. All quality automotive carnauba waxes are blended with special components to make them 

workable and effective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON POLISHING AND WAXING 
• On the frequency of waxing, you cannot wax too often. The term “wax buildup” on automotive paint is 

something of a misconception. Wax layers cannot be built up significantly, so there is little value in applying 

multiple coats of wax at one time.  

 

• Polishing is the act of generating the maximum natural gloss and brilliance in your paint. 

Quality polishes will contain a very fine abrasive and polishing oils for refining the finish. This 

step is most effective on cars with dark coloured paints as these tend to have greater 

reflective properties. This can be considered an optional step for getting the absolute best 

in natural gloss from the paint.  
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• We suggest a full waxing every 3 months, but keep in mind that the wax does enhance paint gloss, so more 

frequent waxing will keep the car looking at its absolute best. Frequency of waxing will also be determined by 

the conditions under which the vehicle is operated – extreme environments will obviously accelerate 

deterioration of the wax layer. 

 

• Use only a quality microfiber towel for buffing waxes to a shine, such as the Meguiar’s Supreme Shine 

Microfiber Towel. The Microfiber technology is guaranteed not to put scratches back into paintwork, nor will it 

remove the wax layer.  

 

 

 STRESSING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A COMPOUND, POLISH AND A WAX 
 A compound is simply a more aggressive polish. A compound will remove scratches more effectively and a 

polish will refine the finish into a high gloss more effectively. Neither should be confused with a wax which is a 

totally different product. For example, a pure wax cannot remove scratches and scuffs, while a compound and 

polish offer little if any lasting protection to the paint finish.  

 

A compound and polish are worked ‘into’ the paint finish with some pressure and rubbing effort. They must not 

be allowed to dry on the surface. On the other hand, a wax need only be lightly applied to the surface with no 

heavy rubbing. Further it must be allowed to haze up and dry on the surface before being buffed up to a shine.  

 

IMPORTANT: There is absolutely no value in leaving a wax unbuffed on the paint surface for days or weeks. In 

fact more harm can be caused, as dust particles will settle and become trapped in this wax layer. When 

eventually buffed up, the dust particles will act like sandpaper, with obvious negative results. 

 

5. MAINTAINING 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More about your cars paint 
Most modern cars are finished using a 2 stage paint system whereas many classics might have a finish that does not 

include a clear coat. All metallic paints have this clear coat finish and almost all modern non-metallics too. 

 

The easiest way to establish if your paint has a clear coat is to use a compound on an applicator pad and rub over 

the paint. If some colour transfers from the car to the pad, there is no clear coat. If you do not see colour, it does not 

mean that some paint has not transferred; only that it is clear and therefore “invisible”. 

 

Modern clear coats contain all the protective properties such as UV inhibitors that keep the colour layer from fading 

and discoloring. 

 

Note that it is a good thing to see some paint transfer to the applicator or cloth during polishing. Effectively what is 

happening is that old and oxidized ‘dead’ paint is being removed. How much paint transfers will be directly 

proportional to the condition of the paint and the aggressiveness of the polishing compound in use. 

 

All Meguiar’s products are safe to use on both single and clear coat finishes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SINGLE STAGE 
PAINTS 

CLEAR COAT 
PAINTS 

50 Microns Colour Coat 

70 Microns Primer Coat 

Body Panel 

40 - 50 Microns Clear Coat 

13 Microns Colour Coat 

70 Microns Primer Coat 

Body Panel 

• The last step in the cycle, along with washing is the most frequently applied. This 

includes removing of contaminants before they become bonded to the paint 

surface (thus causing damage through chemical etching etc). This does not 

necessarily always involve re-washing the car. Spray detailers such as Meguiar’s 

Quik Detailer and Ultimate Quik Detailer and our class leading new Hybrid Ceramic 

Detailer keep your car looking great in-between full washes, offering some 

protection. They are also an excellent option when doing the final finishing touches. 
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Some Interesting facts about Meguiar’s 

 
1. Meguiar’s was established in 1901 – that’s 7 years before the first Model T Ford, the first affordable automobile 

was built! 

2. Meguiar’s dominates the enthusiast car care market and our popularity is growing internationally in more than 

100 countries worldwide. 

3. The Meguiar’s consumer product range grew from our involvement in the professional industry – working closely 

with major car and automotive paint manufacturers, car dealerships body shops (panel beaters) and 

professional detailers. This experience and technology gives Meguiar’s consumer products the competitive 

edge. 

4. Our Professional Mirror Glaze and Detailer Ranges offer industry leading performance to professional detailers 

and auto repairers. Formulated specifically for professionally trained technicians, these products are available 

through our network of trade distributors. 

5. Meguiar’s supports over 4000 car show events around the world every year. This includes many events 

throughout the year right here in South Africa. 

6. Vehicles prepared with Meguiar’s consistently win at the Concours d’Elegance held at Pebble Beach, California 

annually. Seen as the most prestigious car show event in the world, in the 2017 event, no fewer than 21 out of 

the 24 class winners and the Best of Show were prepared using Meguiar’s!  

7. Be sure to check out the many Meguiar’s instructional “How To” videos on our website at www.meguiars.co.za. 

Here you can also download catalogues and join up with us on Facebook and Instagram for up-to-date news 

on events we can be found at, training seminars, new products  and lots of tips and tricks to keeping your car 

looking great. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
   Meguiar’s is brought to you in South Africa by Keizin Automotive (Pty) Ltd 

 

   Customer Care Line:  0861 CARGUY [227489] 

   Telephone:  Johannesburg – (011) 392-1961 

      Durban – (031) 569-2221 

   E-mail:   customercare@meguiars.co.za  

   Web:   www.meguiars.co.za 

      www.meguiars.com 

      www.carcrazycentral.com 

 

 

Example of below surface defects: 
 

The image to right shows the profile view 

of the paint surface suffering various 

“below surface “defects. For each 

defect, the paint will need to be 

abraded down to the level of the red 

line to completely remove the defect. 

This is achieved by using a compound. 

etching scratch oxidation stain 
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